T he rapid development of laser technologies has made the interaction of high-intensity laser pulses with matter a major focus of theoretical and experimental research. This interaction has attracted a lot of attention because it can potentially revolutionize a number of applications by making available compact sources of high-energy electron and ion beams and highfrequency radiation. In particular, ion beams accelerated to the energies from several megaelectron volts (MeV) to hundreds of MeV or even gigaelectron volts (GeV) are expected to be available from laser plasma interaction. 1,2 Several lasers able to achieve 100 MeV levels of proton energy are already in operation, and many more facilities are being built or planned. These ion beams have a range of applications, such as radiography, deflectometry, cancer therapy, injection into conventional accelerators, fast ignition, isochoric heating of matter, positron emission tomography, and nuclear physics. 1, 2 Accelerator scientists at the Berkeley Lab Laser Accelerator (BELLA) Center are using Warp, an advanced particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation framework, for computational modeling, design, and study of laser-based ion and electron acceleration to improve our understanding of the complex acceleration processes and to optimize and develop new accelerators. The PIC technique uses a combination of particles and meshes to solve Vlasov-type equations and is widely used in computational studies where the modeling of kinetic effects is required.
work, for computational modeling, design, and study of laser-based ion and electron acceleration to improve our understanding of the complex acceleration processes and to optimize and develop new accelerators. The PIC technique uses a combination of particles and meshes to solve Vlasov-type equations and is widely used in computational studies where the modeling of kinetic effects is required. 3 Accurate 3D modeling of laser-based particle accelerators using PIC methods requires highresolution meshes with billions of cells to resolve the high plasma frequencies, hundreds of millions to trillions of particles to model the plasma, and 10 4 to 10 6 time steps to accurately resolve the laser and particle motions and interactions. At the same time, often only a small fraction of the particles form particle features of interest, such as a beam. Understanding of these complex acceleration processes requires visualization and analysis at high temporal and spatial resolutions and the ability to study the relationships and interactions between multiple particle types and fields. The large data sizes and need for high temporal and spatial resolution are, in conjunction with recent lag in I/O bandwidth and storage capacity relative to growing computational capacity, making it increasingly prohibitive to collect all the data required for post hoc analysis in persistent storage.
The Warp In situ Visualization
Toolkit (WarpIV) supports large-scale, parallel, in situ visualization and analysis and facilitates query-and featurebased analytics, enabling for the first time highperformance analysis of largescale, high-fidelity particle accelerator simulations while the data is being generated by the Warp simulation suite.
To address this critical challenge, we introduce the Warp In situ Visualization Toolkit (WarpIV), an advanced in situ visualization and analysis toolkit for Warp that enables the efficient, parallel visualization and analysis of simulation data while it is being generated. The goal of WarpIV is to enable PIC simulations using Warp to more effectively utilize high-performance computing resources, perform analysis at high temporal resolution, and enable knowledge discovery from large-scale simulations.
To achieve this goal, we implemented a threefold strategy in WarpIV. First, we couple generalpurpose, state-of-the-art in situ visualization technology using VisIt 4, 5 with Warp to make new advanced analysis capabilities accessible to Warp and to enable in situ processing of the complete data in parallel. Second, we support a broad range of in situ operational modes and workflows, enabling scientific discovery via large-scale batch mode in situ runs; on-demand in situ monitoring of simulations; interactive in situ data exploration; and in situ debugging and development via the interactive simulation prompt. Third, WarpIV implements a series of integrated analytics to enable in situ query and feature detection, optimize the analysis of spatial distributions of particle quantities, and facilitate the efficient visualization of staggered Yee grids. We designed WarpIV with extensibility in mind to facilitate the fast integration of new Warp simulation models and in situ visualization, analysis, and I/O methods. In this article, we demonstrate WarpIV's application to the study of advanced ion accelerator models in 2D and 3D .
Background
Before discussing our method in detail, we briefly introduce Warp, the fundamental concept of laser ion acceleration, and an overview of methods for in situ visualization.
Warp
Warp is an advanced PIC simulation framework that supports a range of electrostatic and electromagnetic field solvers; a variety of coordinate system geometries, including warped coordinates for bent beam lines; adaptive mesh refinement; models for particle interactions with gas and walls; a Lorentz-boosted frame solver; and a number of advanced features. 6 Warp has a range of applications, including modeling of laser-based electron and ion acceleration, nonneutral plasmas in traps, or stray "electron clouds" in accelerators. See http://warp. lbl.gov for more details.
Warp's basic architecture combines efficient, compiled Fortran routines for large-scale numerical operations with a modern, object-oriented Python upper layer and user interface. Thus, Warp may be thought of as a set of physics extensions to Python. Warp's Fortran routines are wrapped using the Forthon library (http://hifweb.lbl.gov/ Forthon/), making all major code quantities accessible to both Fortran and Python code and enabling compiled subroutines to be called from Python. Python programs can flexibly combine Warps efficient solvers, models, and diagnostics to define advanced kinetic simulations of particle beams and plasmas. This basic design empowers users, enables scripting and control of runs, and facilitates the flexible extension of Warp.
Basic diagnostics and plotting are typically implemented in Warp on the Python level. Warp primarily uses Gist (http://hifweb.lbl.gov/public/ software/gist) for 2D graphics and OpenDX for 3D visualization. Although this approach has been successful, the method is inherently serial. This means that all data needed for plotting must be gathered to a single compute core, resulting in increasingly large communication and computation overheads as simulation sizes grow as well as dramatically limiting the amount of data that can be visualized, in particular as the amount of available memory per computational element continues to decrease. Also, the legacy OpenDX software is no longer supported.
Ion Accelerator Modeling
Several ion acceleration mechanisms have been discussed in the literature from both theoretical and experimental points of view. The basic ones are Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA), Coulomb Explosion (CE), Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA), and Magnetic Vortex Acceleration (MVA). Several additional mechanisms are combinations of the basic ones, such as Breakout-Afterburner (BOA) and Directed Coulomb Explosion (DCE). Another laser-ion-acceleration mechanism is proton acceleration using a lasergenerated shock wave in a near critical density plasma. For the most part, up until now the experiments performed used conditions in the TNSA regime. The highest energy ions generated experimentally were generated by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) laser in the BOA regime. There are several results that give an experimental indication of the RPA and MVA regimes. However, most of the experiments demonstrate exponentially decaying spectra, and most of the applications require monoenergetic ion beams with highly controllable maximum energy and energy spread. Thus, a mechanism is required that can produce a spectrum with a peak at high energies in a controllable way as well as allow for the adjustment of the maximum ion energy.
Here we consider the laser ion acceleration from ultra-thin foil targets in the DCE regime. 7, 8 The most efficient realization of this regime is achieved with ultra-thin solid density two-layer (high Z/ low Z or carbon/hydrogen) foils, which allows the production of quasi-monoenergetic proton beams applicable to a variety of applications. In this case, the foil is at first accelerated by the laser pulse's radiation pressure. Then, as the electrons are expelled from the irradiated spot (see Figure  1 , electrons shown in blue), the remaining ion core begins to explode due to the excess of positive charge. Since the ion core is moving, the CE in the lab frame produces a cloud of carbon ions (see Figure 1 , carbon shown in green) expanding predominantly in the direction of the laser pulse propagation. The protons (see Figure 1 , protons shown in red) are accelerated at the front of this expanding cloud by the charge separation field. The effectiveness of acceleration depends on the laser pulse properties as well as on the target properties. For increasingly thin foils, both the CE and the RPA should become weaker. This is because the CE field depends on the total charge in the irradiated spot, and the increasing transparency of the foil reduces RPA's effectiveness. Correspondingly, thicker foils produce high CE fields but are harder to accelerate by the radiation pressure as well as to remove a sizable amount of electrons from the irradiated spot, which ensures the CE to occur at all.
In situ Visualization and Analytics
Data analytics and visualization processes enable scientific knowledge discovery. Data analytics describes the transformation of data into an information-rich form via algorithms to promote better understanding. Visualization is the transformation of data into images to facilitate visual understanding.
In practice, visualization and analysis are performed in conjunction with the generation of data (for example, via simulation or experimentation) in three main modes: post hoc, in transit, and in situ. Post hoc refers to processing data after it has been generated and stored in persistent storage. Using this approach, visualization is decoupled from data generation, providing great flexibility but at potentially large data I/O and storage costs. Most traditional scientific visualization systems have been optimized for post hoc data processing, for example, VisIt, ParaView, Matlab, R, and IDL, among many others.
In transit refers to processing data as part of the I/O transport of the simulation while the visualization runs in a separate process in a staging area. GLEAN, ADIOS, and NESSIE are three examples of frameworks designed for in transit data processing. 9 The loose in transit coupling of visualization with simulation can improve performance and reduce I/O and storage cost by enabling data processing without having to write the data to disk and by hiding latency of the persistent data store when writing data to disk.
Finally, in situ refers to the processing of data in place while it is being generated and the simulation and visualization are running concurrently. This tight coupling of the visualization with the simulation enables the visualization to access the When comparing the visualizations of (a) particle density and (b) kinetic energy, we can see that the bubble has low density but high kinetic energy compared to the foil.
data directly in memory, without the need for costly I/O or network transport. ParaView Catalyst 10 and VisIt libsim 5 are two examples of libraries designed for in situ coupling of state-of-the-art visualization systems with simulations. In situ and in transit visualization and analysis enable the processing of data at a higher frequency and resolution than is possible using traditional, post hoc approaches, and they are increasingly becoming an essential tool for scientific discovery.
In practice, in situ, in transit, and post hoc are complementary approaches that together enable more advanced and efficient data analysis and scientific discovery. In fact, the product of in situ analysis is in many cases a reduced, derived data product such as surface geometry, a statistical distribution, a compressed dataset, or descriptions of data features that can be efficiently processed in transit or post hoc. Hybrid analysis workflows combine in situ, in transit, and post hoc analysis with the goal of balancing processing, I/O, and storage cost factors and enabling more advanced analysis than possible using a single data-processing strategy.
Methods
In the following we describe WarpIV, a novel application that enables distributed parallel, highperformance in situ visualization and analysis of large-scale simulations using Warp.
High-Performance In Situ Visualization for Warp
WarpIV is a Python application for in situ visualization that couples general-purpose visualization technology using VisIt with Warp. WarpIV integrates Warp and VisIt directly using the respective Python APIs. This strategy lets us couple Warp and VisIt, without the need to modify Warp itself, while at the same time enabling WarpIV to directly access all simulation data and functions. WarpIV enables Warp to perform scalable visualization and analysis of the full simulation data in place and in parallel, without the need to reduce and collect the data to a single process. It supports introspection whereby we automatically determine, based on the solvers used, which variables are valid and relevant to the visualization. WarpIV also exposes to VisIt a series of control commands to enable steering of the execution of the simulation.
When analyzing data in situ, because the simulation and visualization share resources, performance is critical and the visualization needs to be cognizant of the needs of the simulation and limit its impact on the simulation as much as possible. A central cost factor for in situ visualization is memory usage. To reduce memory usage and enable long production runs, we added NumPy zero-copy support to VisIt's libsim simulation interface, avoiding the need for additional data copies and the need to convert Warp data arrays into Python lists. We apply the same zero-copy techniques to the integrated data conversions and analyses that take place in the WarpIV layer. Also, in situ visualization and analyses workflows typically run for longer periods of time and perform many more iterations than is common during traditional post hoc analysis. We have profiled and optimized the memory usage of VisIt and WarpIV to avoid memory leaks over time and ensure reliability. (For more details, see the supplemental material available at https://extras .computer.org/extras/mcg2016030022s1.pdf.)
In addition to memory, another main cost factor is compute time. We have optimized a number of analyses using modern C++ to leverage compiler optimizations such as in-lining and auto-vectorization. In addition, to optimize rendering performance of complex visualizations of transparent scenes commonly used for the study of the 3D structures of particles and fields, we have extended VisIt to support alpha-blend sort-last compositing and implemented an ordered compositing strategy that allows in-place rendering of translucent block-disjoint decomposed datasets. Our strategy and performance analyses are detailed in earlier work. 11 Our ordered compositing optimization resulted in a four times speed up of workstation rendering performance and an eight times speed up of server rendering performance at 512 cores on NERSC's Cray Edison.
Managing In Situ Visualization Workflows
A primary function of WarpIV consists in the management and control of the end-to-end, integrated simulation and in situ visualization and analysis workflow. WarpIV initializes and coordinates all required processes and components, including Warp; VisIt's compute engine, viewer and, command line interface (CLI); and depending on the operation mode, the simulation prompt and/ or VisIt's GUI. To coordinate all aspects of the workflow, WarpIV defines the main control loop while providing the user with fine-grained control of when which tasks are executed-for example, advancing the simulation, executing specific visualization and analysis tasks, performing I/O, or responding to user controls.
Modes of operation.
WarpIV uses the strategy design pattern 12 to support four main modes of operation-batch, monitoring, interactive, and prompt mode-each of which supports a different approach toward in situ scientific discovery. Figure  2 provides an overview of the high-level control flow between the main processes in the different operational modes.
In batch mode, WarpIV executes the simulation and in situ analysis automatically, without user intervention. Batch mode enables large-scale production runs in which sets of predefined analytics are executed in conjunction with the simulation based on user-defined conditions-for example, at specific time intervals or based on the detection of specific events, such as a spike in energy.
In interactive mode, the user controls the simulation directly from VisIt's GUI. Here the user can interactively explore the simulation data and define visualizations. From VisIt, the user can also directly control when the simulation should step, run, pause, or terminate. Being able to interactively explore simulation data as it is being generated is a critical tool for scientific discovery and provides users incredible flexibility to explore data as events of interest occur, test hypotheses, as well as debug, validate, and refine new simulations and models.
Monitoring mode is a hybrid of the batch and interactive modes enabling users to perform batch style runs while still being able to flexibly connect to the simulation to interactively inspect and explore the simulation data and afterward resume the simulation run in batch mode. Being able to monitor large-scale simulations is critical, for example, to detect and investigate errors and to enable scientists to make informed decisions about whether to continue, terminate, or modify a simulation run.
Finally, prompt mode runs inside an interactive Python shell. The simulation data structures can be accessed directly, visualization scripts executed, and WarpIV simulation commands issued. This enables the scientist to programmatically interact with the simulation and visualization and is intended primarily for the development and debugging of simulation models.
Automated analyses via scripts.
A unique feature of WarpIV is its strategy for controlling automated in situ visualizations via scripts. This is built around an often overlooked feature in libsim: the ability to execute VisIt CLI Python scripts stored in a string via the libsim API. This feature lets us use Python scripts to configure and execute visualization and analysis tasks. In contrast to the rather sparse functionality exposed explicitly via the libsim API, CLI Python scripts expose VisIt's full range of functionality for in situ use. In addition, CLI scripts can be generated automatically, simply by recording a user's actions in VisIt's GUI.
During each update, WarpIV collects the userdefined visualization scripts to be executed and sends them to the VisIt CLI via the libsim API. The CLI in turn interprets the scripts, sending commands that control visualizations to VisIt's engine or sending simulation commands that control the execution of analyses tasks back to WarpIV (Figure 2 which leads to a host of issues if multiple scripts execute simultaneously. Therefore, at each update the set of active scripts are concatenated into a single script prior to execution. This strategy also simplifies synchronization of the visualization and simulation and lets us instrument the scripts to gather coarse-grained runtime performance data and to gracefully handle errors in the user-provided code. Because CLI scripting is a VisIt feature, this approach could be used in Fortran or C/C++ based in situ simulation codes as well.
One particularly tricky aspect in the design of WarpIV's script-based visualization controls has been the synchronization of the simulation and VisIt. When using zero-copy data transfers, the simulation must not modify its data structures during visualization operations. However, VisIt CLI scripts are executed asynchronously in a separate process where Python code is translated into VisIt's internal remote procedure calls, which trigger actions on the VisIt engine, running in the process shared with the simulation.
To achieve the required synchronization, we leverage CLI Python bindings to the GUI's simulation command mechanism. These are typically used for interactive control of the simulation. WarpIV implements a synchronous mode, during which incoming simulation commands are queued. This temporarily prevents the simulation from advancing. Synchronous mode is activated prior to requesting the asynchronous execution of a CLI script. During the concatenation of user-provided scripts, an end-syn simulation command is added, which when executed indicates to WarpIV that the visualization is finished. In response to the endsyn command, WarpIV dequeues and acts upon any pending commands before exiting synchronous mode and resuming normal operation.
In addition to visualization scripts, WarpIV also supports simulation scripts, which are userprovided Python analysis scripts that are executed in parallel on the simulation side. Similar to visualization scripts, simulation scripts are executed by WarpIV at user-defined intervals and/or in response to specific conditions or events in the simulation. Simulation scripts enable users to easily incorporate custom visualization, analysis, and I/O methods that do not rely on VisIt.
Integrated Analytics
WarpIV supports a number of integrated data analytics to facilitate in situ analysis of advanced accelerator simulations, in particular derived particle species, data binning, and recentering of Yee grids.
Derived particle species.
A central challenge in the analysis of complex particle simulations arises from the fact that, while 10 7 to 10 9 particles are required for accurate simulation, often only a small fraction of the particles form features of interest, such as a particle beam. WarpIV addresses this challenge via the concept of filtered species. Filtered species allow the definition of new sets of particles computed from combinations of the particles managed by Warp's solvers. This concept enables flexible in situ feature detection, extraction, and analysis and can substantially reduce memory and compute cost for subsequent visualization and I/O.
Similar to filtered species, WarpIV also supports merged species. Merged species allow multiple particle species to be combined, for example, to facilitate the analysis of the joint distributions of all electrons that may arise from different particle types, such as electrons from carbon and hydrogen in the foil. WarpIV provides a set of customizable, reusable particle filters, including threshold, particle ID, accumulative query, cone, and halo filters, to facilitate common use cases while at the same time letting users easily add their own custom filters. Multiple filtered and merged species may also be combined to define more complex species via a sequence of filters.
Data binning.
Rather than visualizing individual particles, it is in practice often useful to study the distribution of particle quantities in space, such as the density of particles or average kinetic energy. We call this remeshing operation data binning because particle quantities can be mapped to other axes, such as velocity or momentum, in addition to the spatial dimensions. VisIt supports data binning, but in its implementation the output is constructed on a single node. Although this works well for small output resolutions, for higher resolutions, in particular 3D output, this strategy can run out of memory, and it encounters performance issues as operations on the results take place in serial.
We address these issues by implementing a truly data-parallel data binning operator in WarpIV. A key feature of our implementation is that the resulting mesh remains distributed, allowing for high-resolution 3D output. Implementing data binning in WarpIV lets us take advantage of Warp's internal data structures to enable the fast, parallel computation of high-resolution, spatial distributions of derived particles quantities. To deliver the highest possible performance, our algorithm is written in C++ and made accessible in WarpIV via Python bindings. We make these derived grids and quantities directly accessible in VisIt, enabling efficient, parallel visualization of high-resolution, spatial distributions of particle quantities.
Yee grid recentering. Many of Warp's electromagnetic field solvers use a staggered Yee discretization, 13 where the electric field components are located on the edge centers and magnetic field components are located on the face centers. To enable in situ visualization of these meshes, we developed a C++ extension to WarpIV for fast conversion of Yeestyle meshes to node-centered meshes. Our C++ implementation has shown to be one order of magnitude faster than using NumPy broadcasting and three orders of magnitude faster than the base Python implementation. (For more details, see the supplemental material available at https://extras .computer.org/extras/mcg2016030022s1.pdf.)
Integrating New Simulation Models and Analytics
WarpIV uses a factory design pattern 12 to define simulation models, enabling scientists to create new simulation and in situ analysis models in a self-contained fashion simply by defining a derived simulation class type. The effort to create a new simulation in WarpIV is low and is comparable to the effort needed to define models for Warp itself. In addition to the simulation model, a user also needs to define and add the in situ visualization and analysis scripts to be performed in conjunction with the simulation. As we mentioned earlier, WarpIV supports two types of in situ scripts: visualization scripts that are shipped to and interpreted by the VisIt CLI (Figure 2 ) to create advanced in situ visualizations and analytics, and simulation scripts that are executed in parallel directly on the simulation side (Figure 2 , left) and are used to perform I/O and custom Python-based visualization and analytics. Users may also customize other behaviors, such as the advance, finalization, or termination of runs as well as define policies and triggers for the execution of visualization and simulation scripts, by overriding the corresponding control functions. WarpIV provides a convenient command-line interface to assist users with the execution of simulations and scripts.
Results
We demonstrate the application of WarpIV in practice by analyzing and comparing a series of ion accelerator simulations with the goal of studying the impact of using 2D versus 3D simulation models. Therefore, we designed a simulation campaign using the laser ion accelerator model shown in Table 1 in two and three dimensions. The actual simulation box size is (8 µm × 8 µm × 14 µm), and the actual duration is 6.2710e -14 seconds. The temporal resolution is r time = 6,400 steps and the spatial mesh resolution is r space = (900 × 900 × 1,800) in 3D and correspondingly r space = (900 × 1,800) in 2D. The 2D simulation contains 251,600 electron, 179,776 carbon, and 71,824 proton particles per time step, and the 3D simulation models the motions of more than 2.1 billion particles at each time step consisting of 1,069,251,640 electrons, 809,557,568 carbons, and 259,694,072 protons.
For every simulation, we computed a broad range of in situ visualizations and analytics, including histograms of various quantities; basic statistics of various quantities, such as mean and standard error; filtering of particles to extract and analyze beam particles; merging of particle species to define joint particle distributions; 2D and 3D binning of the data to compute multidimensional histograms and derived spatial statistics; and 3D renderings using transparent isosurfaces of binned quantities. For visualizations of derived data products, such as histograms and 2D data binnings, we typically save the reduced data product for post hoc rendering. For complex 3D visualizations, where saving the raw data is prohibitive, we store the images only.
2D versus 3D
It is well known that the propagation of tightly focused laser pulses in 2D and in 3D is different. This difference should be visible in the distributions of energetic electrons and ions. Figure  3 shows the energy of carbon ions and protons averaged at each value of the z coordinate for two time steps. The 3D case shows consistently larger energy and the front of the 3D ion distribution is ahead of the 2D one. This means that the ions acquire higher energies in the 3D case.
The distribution of ion density, shown in Figure  4c , gives an insight into the difference between the 2D and 3D cases. Figure 4c shows a consistently larger extension of the accelerated ion cloud in the Feature Article 3D case. This is mainly due to the higher divergence of the tightly focused laser after it passes the focal plane. The higher divergence also contributes to higher carbon ion and proton energies in 3D. This is because the more divergent laser pulse is able to evacuate electrons from a larger spot on the foil, boosting the Coulomb field, which accelerates the protons. This effect is similar to using a transversely super Gaussian pulse instead of a Gaussian pulse, as studied by S.S. Bulanov and his colleagues. 8 As the comparison of the 2D and 3D cases shows, the 2D case correctly catches the qualitative nature of the interaction. This includes the creation of the expanding carbon ion cloud and the layer of protons being accelerated by the charge separation field in front of the carbon ion cloud. However, the 2D case fails to correctly predict the quantitative parameters of the ions, in particular the spectrum and angular distribution. Thus, for the correct analysis of the laser driven ion acceleration as well as the interpretation of experimental results, 3D simulations are of paramount importance.
A key challenge when comparing simulations is that we often do not know a priori when important features occur and what key differences we may find. As such, in situ analysis and visualization has been critical to this study because it allowed us to perform detailed visualization and analysis at very high temporal frequency and with a significantly reduced I/O cost.
Beam Analytics
Ultimately, the goal is to produce a high-quality ion beam. Similar to the diagnostic proposed by S.S. Bulanov and his colleagues, 8 we use a coneshaped filter with an 8 degree opening angle normal to the target and centered at the origin (0, 0, 0) to extract the set of protons that are part of the beam at a given point in time. That is, the beam filter selects all particles p that satisfy the following condition:
In WarpIV, we implement this as a filtered species. Figure 5 illustrates the beam filter's behavior over the course of the 2D laser ion accelerator simulation. Figure 6 shows the mean kinetic energy, standard deviation in kinetic energy (energy spread), and count of all protons selected by the beam filter over time. The beam accelerates continuously over time, while we can identify at least three main acceleration phases. First, early on, before the laser has hit the target, the protons are largely stationary (ke ≈ 0). Second, after the laser has collided with the target, we initially see a strong acceleration while the energy spread, given by the standard deviation in ke, is fairly large. Third, later in time, we can see that the acceleration slows down while the beam's energy spread decreases. The reduction in energy spread also coincides with a continued loss in the number of particles that are part of the beam.
When comparing the distribution in kinetic energy ke of all the protons with the corresponding distribution for the beam protons (see Figure 7) , we observe that the beam filter, despite being defined solely in physical space, selects the protons with the highest kinetic energies. This behavior is consistent over time once the proton bubble starts to from.
The behavior we see in Figures 6 and 7 can be explained as follows. When the laser hits the target, it preferentially gives momentum to ions in the laser beam's propagation direction. However, due to the tight focusing ions receive transverse momentum as they are being pulled out of focus by transverse components of the laser radiation pressure. This defocusing force primarily effects less energetic ions, pulling the low-energy ions out from the main propagation direction, whereas the more energetic ions will not be deflected. Hence, as the ions move away from the target, the lowenergy ions escape the beam filter, resulting in a reduced energy spread and explaining the selectivity of the filter for high-energy ions.
Similarly, as we reduce the cone angle, we expect the energy spread and charge of the beam to decrease as well. The appropriate cone angle and distance to the target, or equivalently the slit used in lab experiments to extract the beam therefore depends on the beam charge and energy-spread requirements of a given application. These kind of in situ analytics are important to simulation studies because they help understand the beam acceleration process, validate and determine beam properties, and predict optimal parameters of the laser, plasma, and slit. When comparing the 3D simulation with the corresponding 2D simulation, we can see that the beam accelerates significantly faster in 3D than in 2D and reaches a higher level of energy, which is consistent with our earlier observations. This illustrates the critical need for high-resolution 3D simulations and the critical need for visualization and analysis at high temporal resolution to enable accurate estimation of the acceleration gradient of the beam, identification of the various acceleration phases, and definition of appropriate parameters to extract ion beams with the desired energy level and spread.
Performance
The melding of simulation and visualization and analysis codes for in situ use promises to enable advanced, high-fidelity analyses and drastically reduce I/O costs. However, performance and scalability of the merged code base is of paramount importance. We instrumented WarpIV with a lightweight, coarse-grained, profiling API and have used it to study the performance of the 3D run we have discussed here.
For the performance analysis, we grouped similar operations into one of five categories: ■ projections, for the computation and I/O of 18 2D projections that were used to compare 2D and 3D wave fronts (see Figure 4) ; ■ isosurfaces, for the 3D isosurface computation, translucent rendering, and image I/O of the kinetic energy and density fields (see Figure 1) ; and ■ statistics, for a number of simple descriptive statistics computations and I/O (see Figure 6 ). Figure 8 shows the time spent to complete each category at every 50 iteration simulation update. At each update the visualization, analysis, and I/O operations consumed approximately 11 to 15 percent of the total time, while the remainder of the time (more than 85 percent) was used by the simulation. This ratio of simulation versus in situ data analysis is reasonable as the overall runtime performance and scalability of the simulation has not been impacted drastically, in particular when considering the large range of analyses performed.
In addition to runtime, another primary cost factor is I/O. As part of the in situ analyses, histograms are written in an ASCII CSV format, projections in VTK compressed binary VTR format, isosurfaces are rendered and written as PNG images, and statistics are output to standard error stream. Figure 9 shows the I/O cost in bytes at each 50 iteration update by category. The size of both isosurface and projection categories grow over time because compression becomes less effective as the simulation evolves and particles begin to fill the entire simulation box. Table 2 shows the total I/O cost of the run by category. The total I/O cost in the run is approximately 841 Mbytes. If we were to make the same analysis post hoc, we would need to save the particle positions and velocities for each species at each 50 iteration update, resulting in a total of approximately 3.2 Tbytes written to disk. Thus, by using in situ we have reduced our I/O cost by a factor of more than 4,000 times.
Lessons Learned
We have so far focused here on a specific application, but many of the design features of WarpIV and lessons learned from this study are more broadly relevant to in situ visualization applications.
Performance and Reliability
In contrast to the post hoc approach, in situ visualization and analysis shares resources with the simulation. Also, when performed in situ, many more iterations of the visualization and analysis operations are typically made. Careful optimization and testing of the in situ visualization and analysis are therefore critical. For example, the profiling and optimization of VisIt's memory usage, the addition of NumPy and zero-copy support, the C++ optimized Yee-grid remeshing, data-binning operations, and derived particle species all were critical to enable WarpIV to support large-scale 3D PIC simulations. 
Tuning Visualization Parameters
One challenge to making effective use of in situ rendering is the loss of interactive adjustment and fine tuning of parameters. Setting rendering parameters in advance is difficult, especially with translucent rendering techniques such as volume rendering and rendering translucent geometry ( Figure 1 ). These techniques also exhibit a resolution dependence that confounds the use of a low-resolution sample to set up the visualization in advance. Therefore, for in situ applications it is often preferable to generate reduced data products for subsequent rendering (or multiple or editable variants of the same visualization) to provide users with the fidelity that in situ provides while preserving at least some of the flexibility of post hoc analysis and rendering.
Data Compatibility
The level of compatibility between simulation and visualization library data structures greatly impacts performance. Where data structures have binary compatibility and metadata is equivalent between the two codes, performance will be optimal. However, a mismatch in data structures and/ or metadata on the visualization side can lead to potentially expensive data conversions and redundant or unnecessary computations. Given the size and complexity of visualization codes and their web of third-party dependencies (such as VisIt+VTK), the amount of effort needed to add support for a new data structure can be prohibitive. An alternative approach moves a portion of the visualization and analysis work that rely on the unsupported data structure into the coupling layer that sits in between the simulation and the visualization library. Working in this layer has the additional advantage of reducing the data to be processed by the visualization library. We have successfully taken this approach in WarpIV with our specialized data-binning operator that takes advantage of native simulation data layout, our Yee-grid conversions, and our filtered species.
As in situ analysis becomes increasingly central to simulations, codesign of simulation codes and in situ visualization infrastructure becomes desirable to achieve optimal integration and performance.
Visualization Strategies
The visualization strategy we choose, whether it is in situ, in transit, post hoc, or some hybrid approach, dictates which optimizations, operations, and interactions we can perform. In situ processing uniquely enables us to take advantage of the structure and location of the data, to early on reduce the data and costs of subsequent processing and to access data as it is being generated at the highest possible temporal fidelity. On the other hand, post hoc data processing enables us to interactively optimize the aesthetic qualities of the visualization and perform complex analyses that may be prohibitive in situ. To address these challenges, we plan to expand WarpIV in the future to also support advanced in transit, post hoc, and hybrid visualization and analysis workflows.
Flexibility
The practical use cases for in situ visualization are broad and include debugging, interactive exploration, monitoring, and batch runs. WarpIV addresses this critical challenge by enabling users to expand WarpIV and easily choose between a variety of modes of operation, specifically prompt, interactive, monitoring, and batch. In our experience, this flexibility has been critical to both the scientific discovery process and achieving productivity. In particular, the design of new simulation and in situ workflow scenarios critically relies on the ability to easily transition between the different use cases and modes.
Ease of Use
In situ visualization is ultimately an end-user tool. Hence, ease of use is a critical requirement in the design of in situ applications. We have addressed this challenge in WarpIV by enabling users to create in situ visualizations using the same Python scripts and tools used for post hoc analysis and by providing simple interfaces for implementing new simulation and in situ analysis scenarios. To further ease adoption, we plan to also develop libraries of standard, reusable in situ visualization and analysis scripts. O ur analyses of the runtime performance of WarpIV have shown that the addition of in situ analysis introduced a reasonable overhead compared to the simulation alone and did not drastically impact the overall performance and scaling of the code. Compared with identical hypothetical postprocess analysis, our in situ analysis has, furthermore, shown to reduce I/O cost by a factor of more than 4000. Our scientific investigations revealed significant differences between corresponding simulations in 2D and 3D. These results highlight the critical need for high-resolution, 3D simulation in conjunction with advanced in situ visualization and analysis to enable accurate modeling and study of the complex laser ion acceleration processes and prediction of beam properties. 
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